
Common Childhood Fears: 
The Dark, Monsters Under the Bed, , Etc. 

 
 
Berube, K. Hannah and Sugar.  Every day after school, Hannah’s school bus is 
greeted by her classmate’s dog, Sugar. All of the other kids love Sugar, but 
Hannah just can’t conquer her fear of dogs. Then, one day, Sugar goes missing, 
so Hannah joins the search with her classmates. Will Hannah find a way to be 
brave, and make a new friend in the process?    jP Berube 
 
Boxall, E.  Francis the Scaredy Cat.  Although Francis the cat is afraid of the 
whispery hissing monster he hears in the tree outside, he faces his fear when he 
thinks the monster may have captured his good friend Ben.   jP Boxall 
 
Bradman, T.   Flora the Fairy.  Some fairy magic helps Flora overcome her fear 
of Rufus the cat when she goes to visit her Grandma and Grandpa.    

 jE Bradman 
 
Cornell, K. Go To Sleep, Monster!  George can't seem to go to sleep. "There's a 
monster under the bed!" George's sister, Anna, peeks under his bed. When a 
monster pops out wearing a sheepish grin, Anna knows just how to help out her 
little brother. "Monster," Anna scolds, "stop scaring my brother! It's time to go to 
sleep!" The monster under George's bed, however, can't sleep either. He's afraid 
of the monster under the bedroom floor. In no time at all, Anna tells the monster 
under the floor to stop all the scaring and to hit the hay. "I wish I could sleep, but I 
can't!" says the monster under the floor. Another monster lies awake in the room 
right below his.  As Anna and George (and the growing list of monsters the 
siblings befriend) find more and more monsters hiding under tables, gravel, and 
dirt, they move further and further into the center of the Earth, where the last 
monster resides. A lovely, humorous exploration of all the things that keep us up 
at night.  
 
Davis, J.  Small Blue and The Deep Dark Night.  Small Blue is afraid that all sorts 
of frightening things are lurking in the dark, but as Big Brown takes her through a 
dark house to warm some milk, he suggests preposterous alternatives.    

 jP Davis 
 
Delacroix, S.  Blanche Hates The Night.  When Blanche goes to bed, she tries 
very hard to avoid the night. She makes loud noises to try to wake up the sun, 
but instead she wakes up angry parents. She sings and fools around, jumping 
and tumbling on her bed until she is caught again. Eventually, she wears herself 
out and falls happily asleep. This is a little book about a big problem: going to 
sleep when you really HATE the night.    jP Delacroix 
 



Diesen, D.  The Pout-Pout Fish in the Big-Big Dark.   Mr. Fish feels nervous 
venturing deep in the sea to look for Ms. Clam's lost pearl until Miss Shimmer 
helps him conquer his fear of the dark.    jP Diesen 
 
Emberley, E.  Go Away, Big Green Monster! Die-cut pages through which bits of 
a monster are revealed are designed to help a child control nighttime fears of 
monsters.    jP Emberley 
 
Genechten, G. No Ghost Under My Bed.  When a little penguin named Jake 
becomes afraid of strange noises in his room at night, he calls his father to check 
out the situation, and when everything from the curtain to the wardrobe and toy 
box has been checked, Jake feels comforted that all of the ghosts are gone and 
prepares to sleep.    jP Genechten 
 
Hicks, B. Jitterbug Jam. Bobo is a young monster who's afraid to sleep in his own 
bed. He is sure there is a boy hiding beneath it - a boy with "pink skin and orange 
fur on his head where his horns should be." Bobo's older brother thinks he's a 
fraidy-cat, but his grandpa, Boo-Dad, knows all about these fearful creatures. 
And Boo-Dad knows exactly what to do to scare them away. But after being 
afraid for so long, Bobo might just want to take matters into his own paws and 
find out if the creature under his bed really is as bad as he thinks.       jP Hicks 
 
Jenkins, E. The Fun Book of Scary Stuff.  There are lots of frightening things out 
there. Witches. Trolls. Sharks. The DARK!But nothing seems as scary once you 
turn on the light. In this hilarious picture book, a boy and his two dogs go through 
a list of all the things, both real and imagined, that make the hair on the backs of 
their necks stand on end―and come up with a clever way to face their fears.    

 jP Jenkins 
 
Koller, J. No Such Thing. Even though his mother says there are no monsters, a 
frightened Howard is convinced that a boy-eating monster is under his bed, while 
under the bed, a boy-fearing Monster fears the monster-eating boy he thinks is 
above the bed.    jP Koller 
 
Landa, N. The Great Monster Hunt.  When Duck hears a noise under her bed 
and runs to fetch help, each animal that hears about it imagines a more 
dangerous beast in Duck's room.    jP Landa 
 
Mayer, M. There Are Monsters Everywhere.  A boy who is certain that his house 
is filled with monsters takes a karate class in order to vanquish them.    jP Mayer 
 
Noll, A. I Need My Monster.  When Ethan checks under the bed for his monster, 
he finds a note saying that Gabe has gone fishing and will be back in a week. He 
tries out several substitute monsters, but finds that none are as perfect as Gabe.    

jP Noll 
 



Pitzer, S.  Not Afraid Of Dogs.   Daniel isn’t afraid of spiders. He isn’t afraid of 
snakes. He isn’t even afraid of thunderstorms. And no matter what his sister 
says, he’s certainly not afraid of dogs — he just doesn’t like them. But there’s no 
avoiding them when he comes home and his mother is babysitting his aunt’s dog.      

j PAR PIC Pitzer 
 
Rash, A.  Archie the Daredevil Penguin.  Gadzooks! Archie the Daredevil 
Penguin is hiding a dark secret: he’s afraid of the water and the creatures who 
lurk in the briny deep! And it’s keeping him from attending the fish fry on Iceberg 
Nine.  But penguins aren’t supposed to be afraid of water, especially not 
daredevil penguins. He musn’t let his friends know!  Can Archie find a way to 
soar above the clouds and stay out of the sea?     jP Rash 
 
Rosoff, M.  Jumpy Jack & Googily.  Meet Jumpy Jack, a very nervous snail who’s 
afraid of monsters, and Googily, who is a—well, who is a very good friend, 
indeed. Wherever they go, Googily kindly checks high and low just to make sure 
there are no scary monsters about. But as every child knows, monsters come in 
many shapes and sizes. Some are even blue with hairy eyebrows and pointy 
teeth.     jP Rosoff 
 
Rubin, A.  Big Bad Bubble.  An ordinary bubble may seem pretty harmless to 
you. To the monsters of La La Land, however, a fragile, shimmering bubble is an 
object of terror, and when the frightening habits of bubbles are detailed by a fear-
mongering monster, Yerbert, Froofle, and Wumpus run away and cry. But with 
encouragement from the narrator and from readers—“Go on, Wumpus, you can 
do it. (Tell Wumpus he can do it.)”—the three learn to confront their fears and 
triumph over the bubbles!    jP Rubin 
 
Schaefer, C.  Who's There? A child, already tucked in for the night, is frightened 
by strange noises that grow ever closer.    jP Schaefer 
 
Seeger, L.  I Used To Be Afraid.  There are a lot of things to be afraid of in this 
world: spiders, the dark, being alone. This simple, beautifully-crafted picture 
book, shows children that what seems scary at first, can become magical. It all 
depends on perspective: a scary spider can actually produce an intricate and 
gorgeous web and that sometimes the dark can transform into a magical night 
sky.     jP Seeger 
 
Shea, B. I'm A Shark!  This shark is not afraid of shots, scary movies, or even 
dinosaurs-if they were still around. The boastful shark is not afraid of anything, 
which impresses his underwater friends until they ask about spiders.    jP Shea 
 
Van Leeuwen, J.  Amanda Pig and The Awful Scary Monster.  Amanda the pig 
sees monsters at night, but her parents and her brother find different ways to 
convince her that there are no monsters.     jE Van Leeuwen 
 



Velthuijs, M.  Frog Is Frightened.   Frog and his friends, Duck and Pig, don’t 
believe in ghosts, until they all hear frightening noises in the dead of night. They 
huddle together for comfort in Pig’s bed. In the morning, it is Hare who gets a real 
fright when he finds Frog’s house empty and gets no answer at Pig’s. That’s 
because the three friends are now fast asleep!        jP Velthuijs 
 
Vere, E.  Bedtime For Monsters.  A monster is licking his lips . . . maybe he’s 
thinking about eating a bedtime snack? And what if that snack just happened to 
be you? Gulp! He’s getting closer and closer . . . ball this monster actually wants 
is a sloppy monster-sized goodnight kiss!      jP Vere 
 
Wilson, K.  Bear Feels Scared.  Bear's animal friends come to his rescue when 
he becomes lost and frightened in the woods.    jP Wilson 
 
Yarlett, E. Orion And The Dark.  Orion is a young boy who is afraid of almost 
everything big dogs, wasps, girls, the ocean, spiders, heights, storms, and…THE 
DARK. He's listed many ways to solve his fear of the dark, from amazing 
inventions to capturing the sun, but at the end of each day, "it's bedtime again." 
One frustrating evening his nemesis returns in a personal visit and invites Orion 
to join him on an adventure. The Dark leads Orion through his house and 
community, showing him that the sounds and places he is the most afraid of can 
actually be fun. The two fast-friends go on one last adventure to Orion’s 
namesake, and Orion realizes that the dark is not scary at all.    jP Yarlett 
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